
Tuesday, the 
twenty-sixth of 

November
Endangered

 Species



Everything might come to an extinction 
if we don’t do an action to save them



The aims of the lesson

► Develop comprehensive skills (reading, listening, 
speaking)

► Develop critical thinking
► Speak about the most endangered species and 

solution of the problems
► Develop the group and pair work skills 



Vocabulary practice





Vocabulary practice
Under threat In danger 
Captivity Imprisonment 
The brink of extinction The edge of …
Poacher Person who illegally hunts animals
Timber Wood
To graze To feed
To enforce the law To ensure
To impose a moratorium on sth. To establish sth
Slaughter The killing of animals
Decline A movement downwards
Ivory tusks Paired tooth of elephant
Trinket a trivial object; trifle
Sewage waste matter from domestic or industrial 

establishments
Repatriate To send back



Fishbone



Which of the statements are true 
according to the text?

1. Tropical rainforests are being destroyed because of their flora.
2. There are only 1500 pandas left.
3. People hunt animals to make medicine or for fun.
4. There are only 2000 tigers remain in the world.
5. Commercial whaling is forbidden from 1985.
6. There are no countries which have continued commercial whaling.  
7. Rhinos are killed for their horn.
8. The elephant hunting is banned and no poachers left.
9. Poisonous chemicals don’t cause diseases of marine animals.
10. The best solution of the problem is keeping endangered species in the 

zoos.  





Saving lives by reducing waste.
If you ever see a 1) ______ bottle, thrown away on the grass in the park, or a plastic bag, 
why don’t you try to make a difference, 2) _________ this litter up and put it into a 
specially 3) ______ trash bin? Every year millions of marine animals die out because of 
plastic 4) _______ . Turtles, fish, whales are all under threat of extinction because of 
irresponsible human behaviour.
Next time when you go to the store why don’t you grab your fabric bag from home 5) 
________ of taking a plastic one from the store?
designated
plastic
instead
pick
waste



► Saving lives by reducing waste.
► If you ever see a 1) plastic bottle, thrown away on the grass in the park, or a plastic 

bag, why don’t you try to make a difference, 2) pick this litter up and put it into a 
specially 3) designated trash bin? Every year millions of marine animals die out 
because of plastic 4) waste. Turtles, fish, whales are all under threat of extinction 
because of irresponsible human behaviour.

► Next time when you go to the store why don’t you grab your fabric bag from home 
5) instead of taking a plastic one from the store?


